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1.

(5 points) In the following gure, whi h of (A), (B), (C) is not the graph of an
anti-derivative of f (x)? Explain.

2.

(5 points) Solve the di erential equation
y ( ) = 3.

3.

dy
= os 5x with the initial ondition
dx

(5 points) Find the formula for the right Riemann sum RN for f (x) = x3 in the
interval [0; 1℄. (ÄOÍÁ§ )

4.

(5 points) Cal ulate the integral
Z

2
2

5.

jx2

1j dx

(10 points) Show that the area of a paraboli ar h (the shaded region in the following gure) is euqal to four-thirds the area of the triangle shown.

(e«b )
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6.

(10 points) Let
A(x) =

Zx
0

f (t) dt

with f (x) as in the gure.
(a) Does A(x) have a lo al maximum at P ?
(b) Where does A(x) have a lo al minimum?
( ) Where does A(x) have a lo al maximum?
(d) True or false: A(x) < 0 for all x in the interval shown? Explain.
7.

(10 points) The following gure shows the migration rate (ÉÓ£) M (t) of Ireland
(«

) during the period 1988{1998. This is the rate at whi h people (in thou-

sands per year) move in or out of the ountry (ÉáÎÑóÉÎó ).
(a) What does
Z
1991

1988

M (t) dt

represent?
(b) Did migration over the 11-year period 1988{1998 result in a net in ux (ø á )
or out ow (ø ) of people from Ireland? Explain.
( ) During whi h year ould the Irish prime minister ( «

´ 8 ) announ e:

\We are still losing population but we've hit an in e tion point|the trend is now
improving."
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